Wednesday 2nd September

DRESS-UP DAY for the whole school to celebrate Book Week

9.00-10.00am: All classes to gather in the hall to celebrate the achievements of our young, local authors and illustrators from St Joseph’s Chelsea school.

10.00am-10.50am:
Prep-2 stay in the hall for a parade.
3/4s- Art Activities
5/6s- Chris Van Allsburg author study and artistic responses.

Beautiful Sea Creatures -Prep

DRESS-UP ideas & suggestions for Preps –6 students, toddlers, parents, teachers:
Travel around the world wearing a traditional cultural costume. Bring your favourite bedtime story, dress up in your pyjamas - bring your special book that you would take on any journey anywhere or any time.

Fairy tale characters are always good fun- Shrek, Goldilocks, Ali Baba, one of the 3 little pigs, one of the 3 musketeers, one of the 7 dwarfs, the possibilities are endless!!

More artwork- Shaun Tan-5/6

Mark Wilson’s We’re All Australian Now -5/6

Maybe A WILD ANIMAL, a TROLL, an ADVENTURER, a BIG BILLY GOAT. A traveller to another world, ANOTHER LAND –NARNIA, HARRY POTTER, OVER A RAINBOW. A garbage bag or hat decorated with story titles, author names. Stuffed stockings may make a very hungry caterpillar, octopus, or a bookworm etc.

What about an explorer, [with magnifying glass] or scientist who discovers or invents something new, an archaeologist, bug collector, a princess, a witch, wizard, mermaid, a goblin?

Stories from the Dreamtime 1/2

Fairy tale characters are always good fun - Shrek, Goldilocks, Ali Baba, one of the 3 little pigs, one of the 7 dwarfs, the possibilities are endless!!

More artwork- Shaun Tan-5/6

1/2 Leigh Hobbs’ “Old Tom”

BOOKS LIGHT UP OUR WORLD